
 

 

 

 

 

The Institution of Engineers (India) 
Kerala State Centre 

 

Training of Supervisory Staff in Estimation & Costing 
 

Aim:  

Impart training to supervisory staff (supervisor, Junior Engineer/Assistant Engineer on 

correct field practices, emphasis being on realizing the project/building to good quality, 

within stipulated cost and time limits.  

 

Faculty:  

Engineers having vast/varied field experience and track record in the building 

construction field. 

 

Mode of Training 

Interactive, emphasis being discussions on examples from construction sites. 

 

Technical qualification of trainees 

Diploma/Degree in Civil Engineering/Mechanical Engineering/Agricultural Engineering 

 

Duration of Training 

36 hours (6 days) 

 

Venue of Training 

The Institution of Engineers (India) Kerala State Centre, Visvesvaraya Bhavan, 

Opposite Kanakakunnu Palace, Thiruvananthapuram-695033 

 

Registration Fee 

Rs.1000/- (including 18% GST) 

 

Appraisal / Assessment by trainees 

Towards the end, trainees are required to furnish the appraisal on the efficacy / utility in 

the training.  

 

Duties of Supervisory staff and their functions/activities planned to be covered in the 

training programme are given below: 

 

 

 

 



 
Supervisory Training for Building Construction 

 

 Duties Activities 

A. A. B. Supervision and Construction 1. Study and interpret construction drawings. 
  2. Fix reference points and set out the building after site 

clearance 
  3. Supervise excavation for foundation after clearance 

from construction manager. 
  4. Supervise RCC and masonry works. 
  5. Supervise installation of joinery frames 
  6. Supervise concealed conduits/piping for electrical 

and PH Services. 
  7. Supervise plastering and finishing works including 

fixing of various fittings. 
  8. Supervise flooring and remaining finishing works for  

final completion. 

C. B. D. Quality Control 1. Carryout necessary checks/test on coarse/fine 
aggregate, cement and water, fittings and fixtures to 
ensure quality standards. 

  2. Actively involve in all in-situ works with special 
attention in works involving concrete. 

E. C. F. Management 1. Prepare project implementation plan with suitable 
work/resource scheduling. 

  2. Ensure necessary cash flow and availability of 
materials/machinery as per the time schedule. 

  3. Maintain documentation like site order book, register 
for test results, progress report etc. 

  4. Ensure regular communication with higher up and 
labour force, contractor etc. 

  5. Ensure prompt payments to agencies  entrusted with 
the work. 

D. Safety 1. Ensure appropriate measures for safety in all 
construction operations. 

  2. Maintain 1st aid needs at site 

E. Commissioning  and Handing over 1. Commission the facility including services and 
attending to defects noticed 

  2. Prepare Handing over documents along with 
completion drawings, guarantee certificates and hand 
over to user/client. 

F. Billing 1. Prepare bills (both part and final bills) as per 
stipulated rates 

  2. Work out rates for extra/substituted items and obtain 
approval before billing duly considering standard 
schedule of rates/contract conditions. 

G. Estimation 1. Complete quantity survey based on approved 
drawings, cost estimation based on schedule of  
rates/basic data/agreement rules etc. Familiarise with  
market survey/ rate analysis for updating. 

 


